A Woman First:
First Woman
by Selina Meyer
791.457 Mey
With wit, wisdom, eloquence, and
fearless honesty, Selina Meyer
reveals for the first time what really
goes on in the halls of power,
including the ultimate hall, the
White House.

Adult

Toil & Trouble
by Augusten Burroughs
Biography Burroughs
Burroughs documents his lifelong
capacity for causing impossible
manifestations, exploring his
mother’s revelations about their
witch ancestry, and his efforts to
understand himself and his powers.

Humor

When Life Gives You Pears
Too Much is Not Enough
by Andrew Rannells
792.028 Ran
The star of Broadway's The Book of
Mormon and HBO's Girls presents a
heartfelt coming-of-age memoir that
recounts how, as a fiercely ambitious
but sexually confused Midwestern
teen, he haphazardly pursued his
theatrical dreams in 1997 New York
City.

Lessons from Lucy
by Dave Barry
818.602 Bar
A Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist
and best-selling author of Dave
Barry Turns 40 now shows how to
age gracefully, taking cues from
his beloved and highly intelligent
dog, Lucy.

Fifty Things that Aren't
My Fault
by Cathy Guisewite
818.602 Gui
The creator of the iconic Cathy comic
strip presents an illustrated first
collection of whimsical, wise, and
honest essays about being a woman
in what she lovingly terms, "the
panini generation."

by Jeannie Gaffigan
Biography Gaffigan
The wife of acclaimed comic Jim
Gaffigan shares an uplifting account
of her fight to survive a brain tumor,
the toll its treatment took on her
family and the lessons she learned
along the way.

Life Will Be the Death of
Me: And You, Too!
by Chelsea Handler
Biography Handler
The funny, sad, super-honest, alltrue story of Chelsea Handler’s
year of self-discovery—featuring a
nerdily brilliant psychiatrist, a
shaman, four Chow Chows, some
well-placed security cameras, and
a lot of edibles.

From dark comedy to screwball
silliness, you're sure to find laughter
among the pages of these multi-genre
selections

Little Weirds
by Jenny Slate
Biography Slate
Slate explores her internal self,
dreams and insecurities through
bursts of writing on a wide range of
subjects from heartbreak and
divorce, to the smell of honeysuckle
and a French-kissing rabbit.
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Fiction
All This Could Be Yours
by Jami Attenberg
F Attenberg
Now that her power-hungry father
Victor is on his deathbed, Alex
travels to New Orleans to unearth
the secrets of who Victor is and
what he did over the course of his
life and career.

by Kerry Winfrey

F Simsion
Don and Rosie help their 11-year-old
son who is struggling at school and
having trouble fitting in while trying
to open a cocktail bar.

F Winfrey
Annie dreams of her movie-perfect
romance. If she could just find her
own Tom Hanks her problems would
disappear and her life would be
perfect. But Tom Hanks is nowhere in
sight.

by Spencer Quinn
F Quinn
When their tip to a once-famous
country singer performing in a dive
bar is stolen from under their astute
noses, P.I. Bernie and his canine
sidekick, Chet, land on a case with
ties to long-ago border-town secrets.

F Awad
Invited to join a popular clique at her
university, a misfit artist with a dark
imagination is drawn into ritualistic
activities that transform her
perspectives on reality.

Tuesday Mooney Talks to
Ghosts

A Dog's Promise
by W. Bruce Cameron

by Kate Racculia

F Cameron
A latest entry in the series that
includes, A Dog’s Journey, continues
the story of Bailey, who is joined by
another special dog, Lola, in an
effort to fulfill a promise over the
course of several lives.

F Jonasson
Allan and Julius are rescued by a
North Korean ship harboring
contraband uranium, igniting a
diplomatic crisis.

by Graeme C Simsion

Heart of Barkness

by Mona Awad

by Jonas Jonasson

Waiting for Tom Hanks

Mystery

Bunny

The Accidental Further
Adventures of the
Hundred-Year-Old Man

The Rosie Result

F Racculia
Tuesday Mooney usually keeps to
herself, but when a billionaire dies
and leaves behind an epic scavenger
hunt throughout Boston, she'll have
to team up with a ragtag crew to find
the treasure.

Romance
The Bookish Life of
Nina Hill
by Abbi Waxman
F Waxman
An introvert finds her life upended
when the father she never knew
passes away, revealing an extended
family that overwhelms her budding
relationship with a fellow trivia buff.

SciFi/Fantasy
Highfire
by Eoin Colfer
F Colfer
Burned out by the days of yore and
passing his time in the Louisiana
bayou watching Flashdance, a
vodka-drinking dragon endures
unexpected misadventures when he
crosses paths with a 15-year-old
troublemaker on the run.

Nonfiction
So Here's the Thing...
by Alyssa Mastromonaco
305.242 Mas
A collection of personal reflections,
essays and interviews, on topics of
relevance to today's young women,
from politics and careers to social
media and relationships.

Don't Wait Up
by Liz Astrof
306.874 Ast
A collection of essays from the writer
of 2 Broke Girls, includes coverage of
her career, her dysfunctional
childhood and the haphazard
realities of parenting today.

